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VENTILATION OF
TIMBER FLAT ROOFS

evlearcd here ß, a major co:operative investigation
in Denmork into the eÍlçct o1 ventilation of
timber flat (cold) roofs to combat condensation

Ovqr recent years it has become apparent that ventilated timber
flat roofs of the cold roof type with a covering gf roofing felt are,
due to excessive moisture content in the roof decking, subject
to deeay and fungal attack. ïhe cause ,is primarily the
permeation of warm, moist air from underlying rooms into the roof
cavity, where it can condense on timber roof structures and roof
decking.

No investigation had, however, previously been carried out in
Denmark lo determine the extent to which ventilation, possibly
supplemented by roof vents, will improve or aggravate the
prevailing moisture conditions in such roofs. A major investigation
of actual conditions has therefore been carried out (ref. 1) where
ventilation was determined in advance, in order to ascertain the
influence of,various factors. The programme has been financed
by the Danish Technological Advisory Council, the Danish Ministry
of Energy and the Danish Building Research lnstitute (SBl).

BACKGROUND

It has iong been accepted practice to vêntilate timber roof struc-
tures with outside air. Ventilation openings, having an area of
not less than 1/500 ol the roof area, were normally located alpng
the eaves.

The changes in building design have, however, made the
establishment of edge{Ò-edge ventilation difficult or impossible,
for example where roof panels span in different directio¡1sr as in
the corner of an L-shaped house, or where the ro.of area is too
large to enable ventilation openings of 1i500 along the eaves. At-
tempts have therefore been made to provide for ventilation with
vents on top of the roof. To our knowledge there has been no
prior investigation of the extent to which roof vents affect moisture
conditions'within the roofs.Similarly, the effect of many joints bet-
ween roof panels on air transport into ventilated roofs, compared
to the joint-free plastered ceiling, has not previously been
determined.
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and moisture accumulation. Field meøsurements of
moisture content in a Ìnumber of test roofs over long
periods and under different conditíons are evaluated

.. and conclusions drawn. They inclttde the advice that,
' where moisture accamulatíon is a prohlem; it can be

aggravated if roof vents are installed.

et article porte sur une étude très importante
'menée en ëollaborotion au Danemark sur les
effets de Ia ventilatíon des toìtues-terrasses
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résultats des mesures in sttu de la teneur en eau pour
. un certain nombre de taitures de ce type sur de
' longues périodes et dans différentes conditions et en

tirent des conclusionsj'dont celle-ci: Iorsqu'il y a u.n
prqblèlae de conde:ñsation, il risque d'être aggrgvé pgr
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Thus, the factors under investigation were:

1. The design and dimension of ventilation openings
a. ventilation along roof eaves,
b. ventilation by roof vents.

2. fhe significance of moisture conditions in the underlying
rooms.

3.. The significance of airtightness of ceilings.

lnvestigations were also carried out concerning moisture condi-
tions in non-ventilated roofs (warm roofs), provided with pressure-
equalising roof vents. This article, however, deals primarily with
the results of the investigation of ventilated timber roofs. The
Technological Advisory Council publication (ref. 1) includes the
investigations of warm roofs and the resulting conclusions,

THE PROBLEM

Moisture can be transported from underlying rooms into cold roof
voids by vapour pressure through permeation (diffusion) or air
penetration of joints (moìsture convection). For many years great
emphasis has been attached to the prevention of moisture
transport or permeation by the use of vapour barriers having a
high vapour resistance. However, the same stress has not been
placed on airtightness. Figures 1a, 1b and 1c illustrate three
situations which may be considered in connection with the evalua-
tion of air flow and correlated moisture conditions in the roof cavity
of a ventilated roof.

ln figure 1a an airtight and reasonably vapour-resistant barrier
is assumed located in the ceiling. A ventilation of 1/500 of the
roof area will, based on experience, be sufficient here to remove
the small quantities of moisture which penetrate the vapour bar-
rier. The relative air pressure conditions in and around the
house, caused by wind, are also indicated. As the ceiling is
assumed airtight, an upward flow of room air will not take place
although there is a pressure difference between the roof cavity
and the underlying room.

A similar situation is illustrated in figure 1b, but with some leaks
in the vapour barrier. lt is apparent that, due to pressure con-
ditions, there is a tendency for the room aii on the lee side of
the house to be drawn into the roof cavity and out to the open
air. When the roof is cold, the moisture contained in the room
air may condense on the roof decking (plywood, chipboard,
boards) and cause detrimental accumulation of moisture.

Figure lc shows roof vents used when the roof cavity cannot
be ventilated from edge to edge. Due to wind pressure condi-
tions, a pressure difference will occur above the roof. lf the ceil-
ing, le the vapour barrier, is not airtight, then the roof vents will

function as extractors and draw large quantitites of room air into
the roof cavity.

The natural stack effect in houses, as illustrated in figure 1b and
lc will under winter conditions greatly increase the transport of
air, which at this time of year will be warm and moist.

The investigations studied moisture conditiqns in these typical
situations, of which there are, of course, several variations.

MOISTURE MEASUREMENT

The moisture content in the cold (upper) part of the roofs in-

vestigated was observed through one or several winters using
the SBl-moisture gauges. These gauges were developed in con-
nection with an earlier lnvestigation of moisture conditions in the
roofs of housès in Albertslund, as described in references 2 and
ó.

The gauges exploit the relationship between the moisture con-
tent of wood and its electrical conductivity. A plywood disc of
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Fig. 1. Relative pressure conditions (shown by numbers) resulting
from wind tlows in and around a flat-roofed house
(a) ventilation of roof cav¡ty when ceiling is airtight, (b) how room air can
permeate into the cavity when the ceiling is not airt¡ght, and (c) how room air
can stream out through roof venls when there is no airtight vapour barrier in
the ce¡ling.

diameter 50 mm has 2 electrodes built in between which the
resistance can be registered (see figure 2). ïhe electrical
resistance is measured with a digital datalog, The relationship
between electrical resistance and moisture content is illustrated
in figure 3. The electrical resistance is to some extent depen-
dent on temperature and therefore a temperature correction must
be made. ln all the investigations these gauges where built in-

to the roof decking, with wires running to positions with ease of
access for recording the measurements.

Measurements are normally accurate and capable of duplication,
but the following factors may cause errors.

1. Severe frost with temperatures below - 5 oC.

2. Extremely moist outside air may result in current leakage from
the wires. Measurements should therefore not be undertaken
in very wet or foggy weather.

3. Direct solar radiation will, when the measuring gauge is located
directly beneath the roofing felt, cause a temperature gradient
through the gauge, whereby the moisture content in the disc
(and also ìn the roof) will be unevenly distributed. ' Mea-
surements should therefore not be carried out when the roof
is exposed to direct solar rqdiation.

4. When moisture content exceeds 30 per cent, short circuiting
will occur between the two electrodes and readings will be
uncertain. Moisture content in excess of 30 per cent is

therefore always registered as 30 per cent.

Many years' experience has shown that the moisture contents
indicated by the SBI-gauges are equivalent to the, moisture con-
tents found in roofs made of wood or plywood which are deter-
mined by the tradìtional drying and weighing method.

Criteria for determining whether moisture content of timber is ùoo

high have been described (ref 3). Suffice to state here that, for
limber not previously attacked by fungal decay, a moisture con-
tent of less than 20 per cent by weight is normally assumed to
provide assurance against attack. lf the timber has previously
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^
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Fig. 2. SBt moisture-measuring gauge (isometric and cross'section)
Thè gauge is bu¡lt ìnto the roof decking. The electrodes, insulated except at

the tips, measure the electrical resistance of the plywood. The thermocouple

helps to correct resislance measurements for temperature

¡ Araldite

Roofing Felt

Thermo Couple

Resistance Electrode

Moisture %

25 ?n

Roofing Felt

'l 2 mm Medium Fibre Board

Cavity

100 mm Mineral Wool

Aluminium Foil

4 mm Fìbre Reinforced Cement Sheet

Fig. 4. The original roof construct¡on of the swimming pool building
investigated

Fig. 5. The many and var¡ed vents which had been placed on the

swimming pool roof to try to improve vent¡lation

been attacked, then ã limit of 15 per cent by weight should be

ensured. At temperatures below 5 oC growth of fungi will not

occur as the necessary growth conditions do not
exist. Subequent mention of moisture content of timber will

always refer to percentage by weight.

INVESTIGATIONS U N DERTAKEN

Roof above sw¡mm¡ng Pool

The 10-year old roof of an indoor swimming pool consisted of

roof panels with a top skin of medium wood fibre board and

mineral wool insulation between the timber ribs. A vapour bar:

rier of aluminium foil and an asbestos cellulose board formed the

underside (see fig. 4). There had been moisture problems with

the roof for a long time and, to alleviate this, roof vents had been

placed in several areas of the ioof, but the problems had worsen-

ed. Figure 5 shows the large number of vents employed.

ln connection with the necessary replacement of the roof, thó

municipality willingly allowed an area to be used for experiments

with various forms of ventilation of the roof panels. This section

of about 150 m2 was divided into 7 test zones.

The temperature in the swimming pool was 26-28 "C, and the

relative humidity was 50 þer cent. This reduced to 40 per cent,

however, when outside temperatures were lower than - 10 oC.
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Fig, 3. Relation cuives of electrical resistance and moisture content
in the measuring gauge
As resistance is slightly temperature-dependent, correction must be made
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Roofing Felt

12 mm Plywood (replac¡ng medium f¡bre board)

Cavity

Aluminium Foil

4 mm Fibre Re¡nforced Cement Sheet

Vent

f Reference Zcne
Edge/edge vent.

Ventilat¡on
closed

0-Energy

New Airt¡ghtened
Pane I s

Edge/vents
Venti lation

Vent/vent
Ventilation

Mechanica I

Venti lation

LEGEN D

. Measuring point-moisture gauge bu¡lt in
o Roof vent

A Mechanicalventilator

- -Ventilation in edge closed

Fig. 7. Plan of the swimming pool roof ¡nvestigated, show¡ng sect¡on
in zone 4

Evaluation

Neither natural ventilatión through roof eaves (edgeto-edge ven-
tilation) nor roof vents are capable of keeping the moisture con-
tent in the roof decking of a cold roof sufficiently low when the
underlying room has a moisture loading such as a swimming
pool. Despite considerable efforts, it proved impossible to fashion
a suff¡ciently ainight vapour barrier in a traditionally-designed roof
panel hav¡ng soft mineral wool between the ribs. lt can not,
therefore, be recommended that a ventilated cold roof be
employed over swimming pools or other buildings having a similar
moisture load. A warm roof should be used instead.

It should be mentioned that a warm roof was employed to
renovate the roof over the swimming pool (shown in figures I
and 9). Subsequent measurements in the plywood decking
below the new layer of insulation showed completely satisfactory
mo¡sture conditions. Regarding calculation of the relationship of
moisture to thermal resistance of the two layers of insulation in
similar warm roofs, see reference 3.

Roof over canteen building

The roof over a canteen building was constructed as shown in
figure 10, le traditional timber roof panels which, as a starting
point for this investigation, were completely closed.

There was accordingly no ventilation along the roof eaves. The
roof panels of 1.80 x 1.80 m were supported by a steel space
frame. Roof panels were connected by a loose tongue placed
in a groove in the edges of each panel, supplemented by a strip
of mineral wool encased in sheet plastic. The roof panels were
suppofted at each corner on a space frame joint plate to which
a bolted connection secured four adjacent panels.

2

un ts3

Fig. 6. Test roof panels used for experiments with the roof pr¡or to
its replacement
Cavity above the insulation could be closed or ventilated by either roof vents
or edgelo-edge vent¡lation

The test roof panels were as shown in figure 6. The method
of ventilation of the roof panels was varied in each zone and
moisture content was measured in the upper skin at the points
illustrated in figure 7. The test zones, consisting of 2 or 4 roof
panels, may be described as follows:
. Zone 1: designated the reference zone; the original edge{o-

edge ventilation of 1/500 was retained.
. Zone 2: as zone 1, but,with the complete closure of edge

ventilation openings.
. Zone 3: O-energy units (ie sandwich panels) with rigid mineral

wool (on edge) between plywood skins, not ventilated (differing
in construction from figure 6).

. Zone 4: as zone 1, but supplemented by two vents in the
middle of the roof.

. Zone 5: as zone 2, but with vents provided at the edges and
middle of the roof.

. Zone 6: as zone 2, but with mechanical ventilation of the roof
cavity.

. Zone 7: as zone 2, but with great care taken to achieve
airtightness at the underside of the panels with the help of
projecting edges of the plywood sheets. Joints were taped
from above.

Results

Moisture content in excess of 30 per cent was measured in the
upper plywood decking in zones 1,2,4 and 5 during the major
part of the winter period. As drying out began in May-June it
was clear that there was a very long period with temperatures
above 5 oC, together with a moisture content of the upper skin
in excess of 20 per cent, resulting in great risk of fungal at-
tack. Only in zone 4 employing edgelo-edge ventilation sup-
plemented by roof vents did a complete drying out to 10 per cent
occur during the summer.

Timber edgings of the O-energy units in zone O reached 23-25 per
cent moisture content due to a badly designed joint. Mechanical
drying of the joint was later effected to improve airtightness of
the joint, but it became apparent that joints towards adjoining
panels were not airtight, allowing moist air rapidly to re-enter and
re-moisten the units.

ln zone 6, the forced ventilation kept the moisture content of the
wood reasonably low. However there were difficulties in main-
taining cont¡nuous operatión of the ventilators. Even a stoppage
of a few days resulted in substantial moisture accumulation.

ln zone 7, a gradually increasing moisture content was observ-
ed during the winter despite the attempts to provide a very ef-
fective vapour barrier. Not until June-July did moisture content
fall to 10-15 per cent.
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3 Layers of Roofing Felt

45 mm Mineral Wool Roof Board

100 mm Polystyrene

Roofing Felt Vapour Barrier

12.5 mm Plywood

50 mm Mineral Wool Slab

25 mm Wood Wool tapered Board

0-1 1 5 mm Tapered Board

Glue-Lam Beam

1 :40

Fig. 8. The new roof eventually built over the swimming pool: ¡t is a
'warm' roof w¡th the main paft of the insulation above the vapour
barrier

203ó0

l- reoo 'l

LEGENO

J Vent, Typa A. (arrow referes to orientationl

o Measuring Point, mo¡sture gauge built in

-. 
Zone Separation (total ioint sealing)

Fig. 11. Plan of the canteen building roof for purposes of the
investigation, petiod 1 979-81

The aim of the investigation was to evaluate the influence of

various forms of ventilators or simple forms of pressure

equalisat¡on, either above the roof or towards the room below,

on mo¡sture accumulation in the upper plywood skin of the roof
panels. The climate of the room during the winter period was
20"-25 oC and 40-60per cent RH. The 20 x 20m roof was
divided into five independent test zones as shown in figure
11. The zones may be characterised as follows:

. Zone 1 : ventilation openings were found in the upper part of

edge members of the panels forming a continuous ¡nterspace

within the zone. Edge members towards adjoining zones had

no openings. The zone was ventilated by one roof vent in
every second panel, corresponding to 4.6 cm2 per 1.80 x
3.60 m.

. Zone 2: as zone 1, but the ventilated area was reduced to

1.2cm2 per.l .80 x 3.60m.
. Zone 3: as zone 1; ventilation was further reduced to one vent

having an area of 3.0 cm2 per 9.0 x 12.60 m. This modest
ventilation should rather be considered as pressure
equalisation.

. Tone 4: there were no links here between the cavities of the
1.80 x 1.80 m roof panels. There were no vents in the roof,

but a hole of area 1.2cn2 had been drilled in the underside
of each panel to allow pressure equalisation towards the

underlying room.

t Zone 5: as zone 4, but with pressure equalisation through a
vent with an area o1 1.2cm2 in the topside of each panel.

The described ventilation conditions were monitored over the two
years '1979-81 
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Fig. 9. View of the new 'warm' roof : all roof vents have now been
removed
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Fig. 10. The roof of the canteen building ¡nvestigated
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As the differences in moisture content of the upper skins were
not as divergent as anticipated, conditions in 1981-83 were
changed as follows:

. Zone 1 : ventilation was substantially increased by adding one
large vent having an area of 10 x 10cm in every second
roof panel around the perimeter of the zone.

. Zone 2: the reduced cavity ventilation was closed completely.

. Zone 3: part of the roof was covered by a newly developed
special roofing felt having fibres projecting from the underside
which raised the felt slightly above the roof surface. Ihis
should result in an increase in thermal insulation value that
could perhaps contribute to keeping the moisture content of
the upper skin low.

. Zone 4: no change.

. Tone 5: all pressure-equalising vents were closed.

Results

First test period 1979-81

Moisture accumulated more or less equally in zones 1,2 and
3. The accumulation of moisture started in October and con-
tinued until April, reaching a moisture content at most measur-
ing points in excess of 30 per cent. ïhereafter the drying-out
period started until by the middle of the summer ail areas had
dried out to 15 per cent rnoisture content.

Moisture accumulation in zone 4 took place at a slower rate, on-
ly reaching about 25 per cent. Drying-out also took place at a
slower rate, reaching a minimum of about 15 per cent by the mid-
dle of the summer. Moisture accumulation in zone 5 took place
in a similar fashion to zones 1,2 and 3, but occurred more rapid-
ly. The maximum moisture content was 25-30 per cent, reaching
a peak of about 30 per cent in April.

Second test period 1981-83

The increased ventilation in zone 1 did not substantially alter
moisture conditions. The moisture content again reached about
30 per cent. Closure of the already-reduced cavity ventilation in
zone 2 had no effect on the moisture conditions, as moisture con-
tent again reached 30 per cent.

The newly-developed roofing felt laid in zone 3 had similarly no
effect on moisture conditions. ln zone 4, where no ehanges in
ventilation conditions were carried out, measurement showed a
slightly reduced moisture accumulation compared to the previous
winters. The closure of all pressure-equalising vents in zone 5
proved to have a beneficial effect, as moisture content remained
under 18 per cent.

Evaluation

ln zones 1,2and 3, in which all inter-zone roof panels had ven-
tilation openings between adjoining panels, the moisture content
reached 30 per cent during winter regardless of the degree of
ventilation. Apparently air flowed from the underlying room into
these panels, depositing part of the contained moisture before
being extracted through the ventilators.

The vents were closed in zone 2 in the second period to pre-
vent the above mentioned flow. As moisture accumulated
despite this, it was assumed that an internal circulation occurred
between the panels as air entered through joints between com-
ponents and out through other joints owing to differences in
pressure below the ceiling. This flow is called internal convec-
tion and may result in moisture accumulating in the cold timber
components.

ln zones 4 and 5, where each panel was a closed unit, moisture
accumulation was considerably less than in the other
zones. When the pressure-equalising vents in the roof in zone
5 were closed, moisture accumulation was further reduced. This

was probably due to a reduced suction above the vapour bar-
rier when the vents were sealed, as the negative pressure zone
above the roof was no longer transplanted to the cavity in the
roof panels.

The investigations thus showed that roof cavity ventilators had
no beneficial effect on moisture conditions in the roof. For clos-
ed panels, into which air permeation is strictly limited, it was on-
ly during the winter period that a very limited moisture accumula-
tion took place.

Finally, smoke tests were'carried out to determine the location
of leaks in the ceiling construction. This showed that smoke
which was blown into joints from above exited at the corner joints
between four panels. Filling the joints with polyurethane foam
had no significant effect.

OTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Similar investigations of other flat roofs were carried out
(ref 1). These also utilised SBI-moisture measuring gauges
through longer periods. The types of buildings involved were
as diverse as a town hall building, many types of terraced atrium
garden houses, a block of flats and several detached
houses. The extent to which adding external insulation could
help alleviate already existing moisture problems was also in-
vestigated. Findings confirmed earlier conclusions concerning
these upgraded constructions (as published in ref 3).

The general impression is that roof vents do not improve moisture
conditions; edge{o-edge ventilation of 1/500 seems to function
satisfactorily in typical 

-detached 
houses of normal width and

moisture load when the ceiling construction is reasonably air-
tight. lt was also found that in warm roofs, in this case concrete
units with polystyrene insulation and roofing felt, there is a real
risk of moisture problems if skylight linings and joints between
units are not airtight.

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN ROOFS

Concurrent with the aforementioned investigations, SBI undertook
a project entitled 'Pressure conditions in flat roof construc-
tions'. The aim was to establish through actual measurement the
magnitude of pressure differences between the roof space in a
ventilated roof construction and the underlying
room. Measurements were carried out using very sensitive
pressure transducers connected to a datalog.

Measurements took place in the previously mentioned test zones
in the roof over the swimming pool. A detailed report is given
in SBI Repodt 152, 'Pressure conditions in flat roofs'(ref 4).

Measurements showed that during long winter periods the wind
created a negative pressure in the roof space of 5-10 Pa relative
to pressure in the underlying room. This means that considerable
quantities of room air could be drawn into the cavity through leaks
in the ceiling construction. lt was also recorded that, using a
mechanical input ventilator, it was possible to maintain a modest
positive pressure of 0-50 Pa in the roof space and this was suffi-
cient to prevent this air flow. Experience showed, however, that
the ventilator often stopped, eg because of power failure, and
that due to current safety regulations it could not automatically
start again. To ensure the feasibility of mechanical solutions to
moisture problems it is necessary continuously to monitor their
running.
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CONCLUSIONS

Warm roof-cold roof

The vital factor for maintaining ideal moisture conditions within
a fiat roof is the ability of the vapour barrier to prevent the penetra-

tion of moist air from underlying rooms into the roof cavity.

ln most cases, it is not possible to solve moisture problems in

cold roofs by increased ventilation of the roof space; introduc-
ing roof vents will only aggravate the problems.

For warm roofs, it has similarly been demonstrated that
augmented ventilation of the insulation layer (pressure equalis-
ing) cannot solve moisture problems. lf the increased ventila-
tioá is brought about by roof vents then ¡t may, as with the cold
roof, aggravate the problems.

The investigation showed that there are numerous factors inJluen-

cing moisture conditions in flat roofs. They are:

. airtightness of the vapour barrier (especially at joints, connec-
tions and penetrations)

. type of vapour barrier (aluminium foil may corrode if exposed
to an alkaline environment)

. roôm climate

. room ventilation (positive pressure ventilation in underlying
rooms aggravates moisture conditions)

. method of roof ventilation (edge-to-edge or vents)

. degree of roof ventilation (size of openings)

d possibility of air permeation

. sun/shade conditions on the roof (shade limits drying
conditions)

. wind conditions (shape of roof, roof eaves, surroundings, and
so on).

The primary factor, however, with regard to moisture conditions
in a roof is as previously mentioned, namely that the moisture
barrier is airtight at joints, connections and penetrations. The con-
sequences of a defective moisture barrier cannot be redressed
by increased ventilation. More emphasis should be placed on
using a vapour barrier for cold roofs which can be installed air-

tight, rather than a vapour barrier with a high vapour
resistance. Airtightness can often be achieved by using an air-

tight sheet material with tight, taped joints.

ln warm roofs it is possible to establish a very effective vapour
barrier, as this can be laid from'above and thereafter checked
for tightness at penetrations and joints before thermal insulation
and roofing are laid on top.

Room climate

Moisture accumulation in a roof will depend on the climate in the
underlying rooms. This can vary enormously depending on the
function of the room and the type of ventilation used. Positive
pressure ventilation in a room with high humidity will in particular

have a most detrimental effect.

A classification

The moisture loading on a roof construction can be deduced frorn

moisture conditions in the underlying rooms. The investigation
has shown that the moisture loading may be determined from
the absolute humidity of the room air, as follows:

Room climate Class 1. Moisture content in the room air during
the heating period is less than 5 g/m3, which means that the
dew point is below 0 oC.

Dry rooms such as the following may be classified under class
1:

- factory premises where processesproduce moisture

- storage rooms

- sports halls (without spectators).

Fig. 12. Room climate classification (c/asses 1, 2 and 3) for
evaluating moisture loading on roof construct¡ons

Room climate Class 2. Moisture content in the room air during
the heating period is less than 1O g/m3. This means that the
dew point of the air is below 11 oC.

Normally ventilated rooms, having neither substantial production
of water vapour from manufacturing processes nor open water
surfaces, such as the following, may be classified under class
2'.

- schools

- houses

- offices

- shops

- ìnstitutions

- sports halls (with spectators).

Room climate Class 3. Moisture content in the room air during
the heating periods is in excess of 'l 0 g/m3. This rheans that
the dew point is above 11 oC.

Rooms in which substantial humidity is to be found, such as the
following, can be classified under class 3:

- swimming pools

- laundries

- bathrooms

- factory premises with moisture producing processes.

The three classes of room climate are illustrated in relation to
humidity levels in figure 12.

It should be noted that the above classification of rooms is pure-

ly for orientation purposes. The class of room climate to which
a building belongs must be considered in each particular case,
particularly for houses, where room climate conditions can be of
great diversity, eg where insufficient ventilation or an impermeable
climatic shield may put such dwellings in class 3.

DESIGN OF VENTILATION

The optimum form of roof ventilation is edge{o-edge ventilation,
as this provides an a¡r stream in the roof space without giving

rise to any subgtantial negative pressure which could draw room
air into the roof construction.

The use of vents in flat roofs should be avoided, since they will

almost certainly cause a negative pressure in the roof cavity as

wind pressure on the building causes a negative pressure zone
above the roof.
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Class

Cold
(vent¡ lared )

Construction

Warm
(non-venti lated )

Construction

1

2 1

l

1:1

2

Watch out !

2t1 2:1

a

Totally warm

Fig. 13. Outline qf choice of roof construction, assesslng conditions
related to thermal insulation above and below vapour barrier
depending on room climate classification

The Danish Building Code states that a ventilation area of 1/500
of the roof area is'considered sufficient to assure satisfactory
moisture conditions in a roof construction. The investigations
have shown that this is only so if the outside air has direot and
unhindered access from roof edge to roof edge;

This method of ventilation is based on an open cav¡ty above the
insulation of at least 45-50 mm. ln practice it has proved difficult
to achieve such unhindered veniilation in the corner of L-shaped
houses or when the roof cavity is cibstructed eg by skylights.

OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES

Roofs which are constantly in the shade have difficulty in drying
out during the summer, and extra care must be taken in their
execution.

As ventilation conditions are dependent on the wind, the effec-
tiveness of ventilation will depend on the location of the building
relative to neighbouring houses and vegetation, as well as on the
configuration of the building.
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AREAS OF APPLICATION

Based on the measurements and investigations in this project and
including the previously executed project for the Technological
Advisory Board: 'Additional insulation of flat roofs', it is possible
to formulate the following limitations for the use of warm and cold
roofs as schematically represented in figure 13.

¡ Warm roofs may be utilised above all room climate classes. ln
classes 2 and 3 it is essential that the vapour barrier is con-
structed airtight and with a reasonable vapour resistance.

. The vapour barrier should normally be placed on the warm
side of the insulation, but in room climate class '1 it may be
placed so that up io half of the insulation ls on the warm side
of the vapour barrier. ln class 2, the vapour barrier may be
placed so that up to one-third of the insulation is located on
the warm side of the barrier. ln class 3, the insulation should
normally be placed so that it is entirely on the cold side of
the vapour barrier. However, if a moisture calculation (as
described in ref 3) is carried out, this may show that a limited
amount of the insulation can be placed on the warm side of
the vapour barrier.

. Cold roofs can always be utilised above room climate
class 1. Such roofs may only be utilised in class 2 if a vapour
barrier is installed which is airtight at all joints and connec-
tions. Ventilation area may be set at 1/500 of the built area
and should be established from roof edge to roof edge
(eaves-to-eaves).

¡ Ventilation using roof vents should be avoided. Roofs that are
so large that they cannot do not be ventilated from edge-to-
edge should be designed as warm roofs. Cold roofs should
not be utilised above room climate class 3 unless the vapour
barrier consists of roofíng felt bonded to the decking, eg
plywood and unless the joints have been checked for air-
tightness by a water test for example.

For cold roofs it is a prerequisite that the vapour barrier is plac-
ed on the warm side of the insulation. The barrier may however,
in room climate classes 1 and 2, be placed so that up to 1/3
of the insulation is on the warm side of the barrier.

WARM ROOFS AND PRESSURE EQUALISING

The project inÖluded moisture measurements in warm roofs with
and without pressure equalisation in the insulation through
vents. lt can be concluded that the circulation of air through
vents cannot alleviate moisture problems in warm roofs which
have a defective.or unsatisfactory vapour barrier. lf there are
leaks in the barrièr through which the room air may be drawn
into the roof construction, then the negative pressure created 6y
the vents may increase moisture accumulation in the upper parts
of the warm roof.

During execution of warm roofs there is a risk that a considerable
amount of moisture will be trapped within the insulation
layer. This built-in moisture must be allowed to escape through
pressure equalising openings at the edges of the roof. With large
roofs, it may be necessary to provide pressure equalising vents
at a rate of, 1 vent per 300-500 m2 depending on roof design.

VENTS

The use of vênts in a roof will always be questionable, since both
wind and thermal updrift will seek to draw room air into the roof
construction. This is true both for ventilation vents and pressure
equalising vents:


